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Max Bill 
In the 1950s, Max Bill started getting to know artists, architects, 
designers, publishers, museum directors, and gallery owners 
in the United States, and his circle of American contacts only 
widened with time. After a string of solo exhibitions in New 
York City, a major retrospective of Bill’s work opened in 1974 
in Buffalo in upstate New York, which subsequently toured the 
next year to Los Angeles, San Francisco, and Washington D.C.1 
In 1980 Bill was the driving force behind a retrospective for his 
friend and fellow artist Georges Vantongerloo that went on view 
in Washington D.C., Dallas, and Los Angeles.2 Now, in 2022, 
the two friends are having their first major joint exhibition in the 
U.S.A.: at Hauser & Wirth on the Upper East Side. 
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Max Bill (Dec 22, 1908 Winterthur, Switzerland - Dec 9, 1994, Berlin, Germany)  
in New York, 1980. Photo: Angela Thomas, archiv haus bill, zumikon



Georges Vantongerloo
Max Bill’s long-time close friend, the Belgian artist 
Georges Vantongerloo was a generation older and  
never made it to the U.S.A., although he did receive 
several prominent U.S. guests in his Paris studio,  
including the artist Ellsworth Kelly. The last major 
showing of his art in the U.S.A. was the retrospective  
in 1980.3 

4

Georges Vantongerloo with Max Bill at the Panathenäum Exhibition in Athens  
on September 8, 1965. Vantongerloo points to his sculpture ‘Des Ecliptiques’.  
This is the last photo in which he can be seen together with Max Bill.  
Photo: © Carmen Martinez, archiv georges vantongerloo, haus bill, zumikon
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Max Bill’s Project for 
the 1939/40 New York 
World’s Fair
Bill designed a project, in the International Style,  
for the Swiss Pavilion. If his design proposal had been 
accepted and built, Bill would have emigrated to the 
U.S.A., where some of his former Bauhaus masters 
had already emigrated after the school’s closure by 
the Nazis. Instead, Bill stayed on in Switzerland and 
remained life-long friends with Anni and Josef Albers, 
Walter Gropius, and László Moholy-Nagy on the other 
side of the Atlantic. He first made their acquaintance 
while still a student at the Dessau-era Bauhaus. They 
had all since fled Nazi Germany and were living in the 
States as new U.S. citizens.

But Bill didn’t just know European émigré artists in the 
U.S. He travelled to the United States on numerous 
occasions, where he also got to know the publishers 
George Wittenborn (NYC) and Paul Theobald (Chicago).

The collector Peggy Guggenheim and Hilla von Rebay, 
at the time working as a buying scout for Peggy’s uncle, 
Solomon R. Guggenheim, met Max Bill and Georges 
Vantongerloo in Europe. Before having their major U.S. 
retrospectives, Vantongerloo and Bill first had their 
work featured at the New York galleries of Rose Fried 
and Madeleine Chalette Lejwa.

Madeleine Chalette Lejwa and her husband Arthur 
opened their Manhattan gallery in 1950. Ten years later, 
in March 1960, they included four paintings by Max Bill 
and Georges Vantongerloo, two by each artist, in the 
exhibition Construction and Geometry in Painting:  
From Malevich to Tomorrow.
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Madeleine Chalette Lejwa with Max Bill, New York, 1980
Photo: © Angela Thomas, archiv haus bill, zumikon
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Years later, Madeleine Lejwa asked Bill to design 
a monument in memory of her recently departed 
husband. Bill produced a sculptural group entitled 
Four Cubes Cut in Identical Halves Which Make  
Eight Elements (1973/85), which Madeleine donated 
to the city of Jerusalem. It was installed near the 
 King David Hotel.

Max Bill,  ‘Four Cubes Cut in Identical Halves Which Make Eight Elements’, (1973/1985), 
sculpture group in Jerusalem, donation of the New York-based gallery owner Madeleine 
Chalette Lejwa (1915-1996), monument in honor of her husband Arthur Lejwa,  
who died in 1972. archive haus bill, zumikon (photographer unknown)



Collectors and  
Artists with Close  
Ties to Max Bill
Among the collectors of Bill’s works in the U.S.A.  
were Paul and Ellen Hirschland, Nelson A. Rockefeller, 
Edgar Kaufmann Jr. (whose parents had commissioned 
Frank Lloyd Wright to design Fallingwater, southeast  
of Pittsburgh), and Lillian Florsheim—who was not only 
an avid collector but also an artist in her own right, 
pivotally influenced by Bill and Jean Arp.

Bill knew numerous American and U.S.-based artists 
personally and studied their work, including Ellsworth 
Kelly, Roy Lichtenstein, Andy Warhol, Fred Sandback, 
George Rickey, David Hockney, James Lee Byars, Nam 
June Paik, Fritz Glarner, Keith Haring, Jasper Johns, 
Robert (Bob) Wilson, Donald Judd, and Richard Serra. 
He also collected works by some of these artists 
himself. 

Max and I met the figurative artist David Hockney at the 
opening of one of his New York shows in 1980. And it 
was Hockney who informed us that the American artist 
Shirley Goldfarb, whose portrait Hockney had painted 
(and about whom I had written a piece) had just died in 
Paris.

We met Fred Sandback in Zurich at the opening of his 
show at the Annemarie Verna Galerie, on February 24, 
1981.

8
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Max Bill and Fred Sandback in Zurich, 1981
Photo: © Angela Thomas, archiv haus bill, zumikon
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Keith Haring met Max and I at Art Cologne in November 
1989. Bill’s meeting with the young artist later 
compelled him to acquire one of his large-scale works, 
in June 1994. 4

Ray and Charles Eames, the husband-and-wife team 
of industrial designers, also numbered among Bill’s 
many friends, as did the German architect Konrad 
Wachsmann, who later became a U.S. citizen after 
fleeing Nazi Germany. Bill briefly brought Wachsmann, 
and indeed Charles Eames, to postwar Germany as 
visiting lecturers at the Hochschule für Gestaltung 
or Ulm School of Design, which Bill co-founded and 
where he served as first college president in 1953.

Charles Eames taught in Ulm on more than one 
occasion, the first being in 1955. Before his first 
lectureship, the Stuttgart-based publisher Gerd Hatje 
published the first volume of a landmark German 
series on modern design, entitled Neue Möbel (New 
Furniture), which featured pieces by both Eames and 
Bill. In 1958, Charles Eames taught at the Ulm School 
of Design for a second time. Bill was no longer part  
of the faculty at the time but nevertheless crossed  
the border to pay him a visit.



Los Angeles County 
Museum of Art  
In 1980, Bill and I curated the Georges Vantongerloo 
retrospective, featuring over a hundred works, which 
opened at LACMA on October 8 of that year.5 From 
LACMA we drove to Pacific Palisades to visit Ray Eames 
in her studio—her husband, Charles, had died two 
years earlier.

Like Eames, the architect Konrad Wachsmann also 
taught a class in architecture at the Ulm School of 
Design. Wachsmann had spent the previous two 
decades living and working in the U.S.A., where he 
survived the Holocaust. His mother, sister, and nephew 
did not, however; they were all murdered by the Nazis. 
Before emigrating, Wachsmann had built a holiday 
cottage for Albert Einstein in the village of Caputh 
outside Potsdam. The Einsteins were also forced to  
flee in 1933 and abandoned the house, which,  
in a bitter twist of fate, was then impounded and  
put to use by the Hitler Youth.

11
Max Bill and museum director Maurice Tuchman, Los Angeles County Museum of Art, 
1980. Photo: © Angela Thomas, archiv haus bill, zumikon
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Max Bill visiting Ray Eames in Pacific Palisades, 1980
Photo: © Angela Thomas, archiv haus bill, zumikon



James N. Wood, then-director of the Albright-Knox Art 
Gallery in Buffalo, helped Bill reach a wider audience  
in the U.S.A., by co-authoring the catalog that coincided 
with the exhibition6 and contextualizing Bill’s output 
for those unfamiliar with his work.7 The Max Bill 
retrospective then traveled to the West Coast, going on 
show at LACMA, where a Q&A session with the artist 
was held. An issue of Californian Art Week (January 18, 
1975) gave a summary of Bill’s answers:

“In response to a question about his possible relationship 
to Brancusi, Bill replied: ‘My art is not abstract.’ … 
Whereas Brancusi’s work is abstracted from natural 
forms, Bill’s is nonobjective, or concrete, arising not  
out of abstractions from nature, but out of the intellect. 
A clarification of this distinction was a useful part of  
the discussion, especially for listeners unfamiliar with 
the European concept of ‘art concrete’.… Queried as  
to how he could find time to pursue so many professions 
so capably, Bill answered that he uses one type  
of activity as a means of relaxation from another.…  
‘Art is the chance to propose my own laws. It is an ideal, 
spiritual activity as opposed to other areas of life, 
such as architecture or politics, which are based  
on negotiations and compromise, the opposite of the 
creative process.’” 8

Bill’s Retrospective in Buffalo, 
Los Angeles, San Francisco, 
and Washington D.C.
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14Robert Hughes, ‘Superb Puritan’, in: Time Magazine, November 18, 1974



15Robert Hughes, ‘Superb Puritan’, in: Time Magazine, November 18, 1974
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Henry J. Seldis, ‘Max Bill Sees Art as Model for Life’, in: Los Angeles Times,  
December 19, 1974



Parallel Show in  
Beverly Hills 
Coinciding with his retrospective, Bill exhibited 
additional work in a parallel show at the Comsky  
Gallery in Beverly Hills (which ran from February  
7 to March 1, 1975), with the invite to the opening 
reception designed by Bill himself. It showed  
a construction drawing for a painting.
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Invitation card for the exhibition ‘Max Bill’, February 7 – March 1, 1975,  
Comsky Gallery, Beverly Hills, archiv haus bill, zumikon



Corcoran Gallery of Art  
in Washington D.C.
The Corcoran Gallery of Art in Washington was the  
last venue to present the retrospective, from November 
8 to December 21, 1975, in reduced form. Featuring 
seventy-one works it was more akin to a solo exhibition 
surveying several decades of Bill’s work.

Bill wrote a few lines addressed to me on the back of 
the invitation card to his solo show at the Corcoran: 

11–6–75 / Washington

My dear Angela, 

One day before the actual opening, the exhibition  
is set up and looks great. Tonight is already some  
kind of preview with the “friends of the gallery.” I was  
at the Swiss ambassador’s yesterday. Rockefeller was 
excused, he had other worries again relating to the fact 
that he doesn’t want to be nominated vice president  
by Ford! The weather here is like a beautiful summer’s 
day, not a cloud in sight and warm so you don’t need  
a coat. I look forward to being able to hug you again. 

Warm greetings, your Bill.

18
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Front: invitation card for the exhibition ‘Max Bill’ , Corcoran Gallery of Art, Washington D.C., 
November 8 - December 21, 1975; back: letter dated November 6, 1975 from Max Bill  
to Angela Thomas, archiv haus bill, zumikon



Flyer of the exhibition ‘Max Bill’, Corcoran Gallery of Art, Washington D.C.,  
November 8 – December 21, 1975, archiv haus bill, zumikon 20
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Benjamin Forgey, ‘America Gets to Know the Art of Max Bill’,  
in: The Washington Star, November 9, 1975



Georges Vantongerloo’s 
American Friends and 
Allies
Georges Vantongerloo was one of the members of the 
cosmopolitan artists’ group Abstraction-Création in 
Paris in 1931, later becoming its vice president. Max 
Bill joined in December 1933. The loose affiliation of 
artists included the American Alexander Calder and 
Josef Albers, Piet Mondrian, and László Moholy-Nagy, 
who one by one would all flee Europe over the coming 
years. Other members included Otto Freundlich, Sonia 
and Robert Delaunay, Sophie Taeuber-Arp, Jean Arp, 
Jean Hélion, Vasily Kandinsky, and Marlow Moss, to 
name just a few.

Georges Vantongerloo first met Peggy Guggenheim 
in the early 1930s. In 1939, she acquired a cement 
sculpture from him directly while making a studio visit. 
The work now stands in the Palazzo Venier dei Leoni, 
home to the Peggy Guggenheim Collection in Venice. 

In 1940, Peggy Guggenheim commissioned 
Vantongerloo to redesign and refurbish an apartment 
on the Place Vendôme to house her Parisian collection 
and convert it into a gallery. The project was never 
completed, however. Being Jewish, she was forced to 
flee Paris on June 11, 1940, shortly before the German 
Wehrmacht took the French capital by force. Even if 
she had stayed, the kind of modern art she intended to 
show there9 had already been declared “degenerate” 
and removed from public display by the Nazis on their 
home soil. 
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Ellsworth Kelly
Around 1950/51 Vantongerloo received a visit from 
Ellsworth Kelly, who had served in France a few years 
earlier during the war. Vantongerloo showed him his 
latest works. Writing of the encounter, Kelly is quoted 
by the author E.C. Goossen as saying: “He made  
me understand that his kind of paintings had to have 
reasons. I was glad that mine didn’t.” Nevertheless, 
Kelly respected Vantongerloo’s work and made several 
repeat visits to his studio, bringing friends along with 
him. 10

On another occasion Kelly wrote to the Belgian artist, 
saying he would like to pay him another visit, this time 
with a young painter (not named in the letter): “nous 
passerons vous voir ce soir … j’amène un jeune ami 
peintre … Ellsworth Kelly.” 11

Vantongerloo wrote a letter of recommendation to 
the John Simon Guggenheim Memorial Foundation to 
bolster the case for the rather shy and retiring Kelly to 
receive a grant.12 Although Kelly was able to show his 
art in 1951 and 1952, in the Tendance group shows at 
the Galerie Maeght in Paris, he could barely eke out a 
living and had to work for a stint as a night watchman 
guarding the Parisian offices of the European Recovery 
Program. His fortunes improved once he was given the 
job of creating fabric designs for Abraham, the Zurich-
based luxury silks company run by Gustav Zumsteg, 
who was also known as a collector in the art world. 

The Kronenhalle is a famous restaurant and meeting 
place for artists and writers and its proprietress was 
Gustav Zumsteg’s mother, Hulda. It was here that Bill 
first met Ellsworth Kelly when the American was visiting 
Zurich. The two shared an interest in elementary 
forms and idols in anthropomorphic form, particularly 
Cycladic figurines in marble, which both men would 
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go on to collect. Decades later, both artists would 
receive the Praemium Imperiale in Tokyo, with Bill 
receiving the award for sculpture in 1993, and Kelly 
receiving the award for painting a few years later, in 
2000.

Vantongerloo’s Collectors
Georges Vantongerloo never visited the U.S.A. 
himself, but he did receive studio visits from influential 
Americans, such as the New York gallery owner Rose 
Fried and Hilla von Rebay, who bought several of his 
paintings for the Solomon R. Guggenheim Foundation 
in the 1950s and had them exhibited back in New York. 
He also received visits from Lillian Florsheim,  
the collector-cum-artist from Chicago.

Lillian Florsheim began collecting art in the 1950s 
and built a significant and considered collection 
over the next two decades. She became friends with 
Georges Vantongerloo, visiting him each year in Paris 
and acquiring a number of his works. Their warm 
correspondence continued into the 1960s, when her 
own work changed—now more abstract, her sculptures 
became complex studies of pure form, building on 
the work of Jean Arp and Bill whose work she also 
collected. 
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Hilla von Rebay 
After receiving a letter of introduction from Nina 
Kandinsky, widow of his former master at the Bauhaus, 
Bill got to know Hilla von Rebay, herself an artist as 
well as director of the seminal Museum of Non-Objective 
Painting in New York. Rebay and Bill started 
corresponding with each other. It wasn’t long before 
Bill was able to tell his friend Georges Vantongerloo 
in Paris that he had succeeded in convincing Rebay, 
despite all odds, of the caliber of the art by that other 
former Bauhaus master of his, Josef Albers. This was  
all the more remarkable because just one year previously 
Rebay had declared having not the slightest interest  
in Albers as an artist. 13

Bill’s powers of persuasion did not stop there, however. 
During a studio visit in 1950, he also managed to win 
over Baroness von Rebay when it came to Vantongerloo’s 
own works. At this point she was unfamiliar with his art 
and was quite taken by the examples of his work that Bill 
had in his Zurich studio. 14 He immediately suggested 
that she pay Vantongerloo a visit in Paris. And so it 
came to be that Rebay went to Paris and acquired four 
Vantongerloo paintings — n° 101, n° 116, n° 182, and 
n° 189 — for the Solomon R. Guggenheim Foundation. 15

Interestingly, Rebay purposefully declined buying any 
of Bill’s own art, because she (wrongly)16 suspected him 
of being a communist. Her reasoning is recorded in 
various letters she subsequently wrote to Vantongerloo, 
which reflect the climate of fear and the “Red Scare”  
of the McCarthy era.17

In 1956, Bill succeeded in organizing the first exhibition 
of works by Josef Albers, Fritz Glarner, and Friedrich 
Vordemberge-Gildewart at the Kunsthaus Zürich 
(April–July 1956). The show led to the “rediscovery” 
of Josef Albers’s art in Europe, which Hilla von Rebay, 
as mentioned above, had initially rejected and only 
decided was worth exhibiting after hearing Bill make 
the case for his work.

25
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Exhibition brochure, group exhibition at the Museum of Non-Objective Painting, 
Solomon R. Guggenheim Foundation, New York, 1950,  archiv georges vantongerloo, 
haus bill, zumikon



The USA Baut Exhibition 
in Zurich 1945 
Four months after the end of WWII, the exhibition  
USA baut (or “U.S.A. Builds”) opened at Zurich’s 
primary museum of design on September 8, 1945.18 
Bill designed the poster and catalog for the show.  
The exhibition reflected a turning point in Swiss foreign 
policy, after the country had found itself blacklisted by 
the U.S.A. One reason for the blacklist was that Swiss 
arms manufacturers—most prominently among them 
Oerlikon-Bührle, headed by Emil Georg Bührle—had, 
without government hindrance, supplied Nazi Germany 
with arms throughout the war.19 

27
Exhibition catalog cover (designed by Max Bill) , ‘USA baut’,  
Kunstgewerbemuseum, Zurich, 1945



Marshall Plan
We can safely assume that Bill made the acquaintance 
of certain U.S. cultural representatives either involved 
in organizing the exhibition or invited to the opening 
and that these contacts led to him eventually being 
assigned the task of traveling to cities in war-torn 
Germany to report on the state of the colleges in  
the territory then occupied by the United States.  
Bill traveled to Germany in July and August 1947  
and again in March the next year, after which he was 
able to report back to the Americans, writing favorably  
of Ulm’s Volkshochschule or adult education college, 
led by Inge Scholl.20 

In 1950, John McCloy,21 the U.S. High Commissioner 
for Germany, assigned Bill the task of setting up an 
international research council in Paris with funds 
from the European Recovery Program (ERP). Better 
known as the Marshall Plan, the ERP provided for the 
economic reconstruction of war-torn western Europe, 
including devastated West Germany. As far as Germany 
was concerned, it marked a shift away from a more 
punitive policy stance as represented by the blueprints 
of the so-called “Morgenthau Plan,” which had 
essentially envisaged turning the defeated country 
into an agricultural, non-industrial state after the war. 
It was against this historical backdrop of recovery and 
rebuilding that the Ulm School of Design was founded. 
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Walter Gropius Vouches 
for Max Bill
The Second World War had left Ulm in ruins. In his 
role as architect, Bill designed a new campus on the 
Kuhberg overlooking the city below. He also took up the 
post of founding president and lecturer of architecture. 
As Ulm lay in the American-controled zone at the time, 
any appointments to public positions required approval 
from the U.S. occupying forces.

Bill received significant support from Walter Gropius, 
who had served as director of the Bauhaus during Bill’s 
student days there in Dessau. Gropius had fled to the 
U.S.A. in the 1930s, becoming an American citizen 
in 1944. He taught at the Graduate School of Design 
at Harvard. Writing to John McCloy, Gropius vouched 
for the suitability of his former Bauhaus student for 
the role. Indeed, Gropius visited Ulm in person in fall 
1955 to deliver a speech at the opening ceremony of 
its School of Design. Only a few months earlier, West 
Germany had effectively gained the authority of a 
sovereign state

29
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Max Bill and Walter Gropius at the opening ceremony of the  
Hochschule für Gestaltung in Ulm, 1955. Photo: Stefan Moses



Substance vs. Form
In June 1953, Bill gave a lecture on “art, business, 
culture, design” at the International Design Conference 
in Aspen, Colorado.22 He defended his position of 
artistic libertarianism in design, in opposition to other 
speakers whose products were more geared toward 
profit. The event offered Bill the chance to reconnect 
with Herbert Bayer, by this time an associated architect 
at the Aspen Institute and already one of the Bauhaus’s 
most influential students in the U.S.23 The conference 
reflected a split in design ethics.24 “The design world 
was going through this intensive … split between the 
libertarian artistic ideal (Bill) and the notion of design  
as business.”25
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Émigré Bauhaus Teachers 
and Students in the 
United States
In April 1952, Bill wrote a letter to the U.S. High 
Commissioner in Germany, John McCloy, stating that 
many people connected with the Bauhaus had been 
murdered by the Nazis because they were resolutely 
“anti-Nazi” in their thoughts and ideals. About a dozen 
“Bauhaus folks” managed to flee to the U.S., where they 
went on to have a major impact on teaching practices, 
so that the influence of the Bauhaus substantially lived 
on in the U.S.:26 

• Walter Gropius: chairman, Graduate School of 
Design, Harvard University  

• Ludwig Mies van der Rohe: director, architecture 
department, Armour Institute of Technology (today’s 
Illinois Institute of Technology), Chicago  

• Ludwig Hilberseimer: Armour Institute of Technology

• Hin Bredendieck: several posts, including at the  
New Bauhaus, Chicago 

• Josef and Anni Albers: design department, Yale 
University and before that Black Mountain College, 
North Carolina  

• Walter Peterhans: Armour Institute of Technology

Bill invited Walter Peterhans, master of photography in 
the final years of the Bauhaus, to be visiting lecturer at 
the Ulm School of Design in August 1953. He extended 
the same invitation to Josef Albers, whose teaching in 
his Weimar years had had a profound influence on Bill’s 
aesthetic and ethical education as a young man. During 
his time at the Bauhaus, Bill had also got to know Josef 
Albers’s wife, the tapestry designer and artist Anni Albers 
(née Fleischmann). 
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Among the other Bauhaus masters in the U.S.A.  
who had a lasting influence on Bill’s work were Lyonel 
Feininger and the László Moholy-Nagy, who were not 
only members of the teaching staff in Dessau but also 
neighbors, each occupying one half of a master’s house 
built by Walter Gropius.

Bill attended Moholy-Nagy’s metal class. We have 
his wife, Lucia Moholy, to thank for many of the 
survivingphotographs of the Bauhaus from the 1920s. 
Although Bill never took a class by Lyonel Feininger,  
two watercolors of his reveal a visual approximation  
of Feininger’s ship motif.27 

Even after the Nazis came to power, Feininger, whose 
wife Julia was of Jewish descent, still couldn’t decide 
whether to return to the United States or not and turn 
his back on the life he had made for himself in Germany. 
Only after the Gestapo searched his house and his 
paintings were stripped from the walls of German 
museums as so-called works of “degenerate art”,  
did he finally decide to flee with his wife to the U.S. 
on June 11, 1937. He died in New York almost two 
decades later, at the age of eighty-five.28 
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Max Bill and Josef Albers 
 — Mutual Appreciation  
Josef and Anni Albers fled Germany in the same year 
of the Nazi take-over, in 1933, becoming U.S. citizens 
in 1939. They first taught at Black Mountain College, 
where they invited Bill to come and work as a visiting 
lecturer. Bill turned down the invitation, however,  
to pursue his own projects in Europe.
 
In 1950, Bill tried to persuade Josef Albers to take up  
a permanent teaching post at the Ulm School of Design 
and preside over the foundation course there. But by 
this time Albers was installed as the head of the design 
department at Yale. One of the reasons he gave for 
turning down Bill’s offer was “because he wanted to 
remain a U.S. citizen” and feared he would risk losing 
his newly gained citizenship by returning  
to the defeated country of his birth. 29

In June 1953, the Albers met Bill and his then-wife 
in the Peruvian capital, Lima. They looked at pre-
Columbian textiles, whose color designs were of 
particular interest to Josef. The two couples then  
toured the highlands, visiting the ancient Inca  
capital Cuzco and the ruined city of Machu Picchu, 
situated on a saddle between two mountains, high 
above the Urubamba Gorge.

In November of that year, five months after their 
joint Peruvian trip, Josef Albers came to Ulm at Bill’s 
behest, on a short-term contract as visiting lecturer 
to teach the foundation course on color theory. Albers 
stayed in Ulm for sixty-one days, from November 24 
to January 23, 1954. Bill was thrilled. In a letter to the 
widow of his old Bauhaus master Vasily Kandinsky, 
he described how Albers’s teaching of the foundation 
course was “fabulous, lively, interesting, funny. He’s 
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Front: photo of a Machu Picchu tumba; back: postcard to Georges Vantongerloo, 
Paris, mailed from Lima, Peru, June 12, 1953, signed by Binia and Max Bill (‘ton bill’), 
Anni Albers and Josef Albers, archiv georges vantongerloo, haus bill, zumikon



an older gentleman (67) now and has gotten quite 
wise. Watching him teach takes me back to being at 
the Bauhaus … it has been a joy for me to watch him 
at work with the students, and I only hope he’ll come 
again.” 30

On completing his lectureship, Albers filed a report 
to the U.S. High Commissioner.31 In it, he paid tribute 
to Bill as both artist and college president (German: 
“rector”), by saying: “… I have the highest respect 
for … and base my hopes for the HfG [Ulm School of 
Design] particularly on the great artistic abilities Herr 
Bill, the rector of the school, possesses.” Albers ended 
up returning to Ulm for a second HfG lectureship in 
1955. He was given a welcome reception by Max Bill 
and HfG students as he alighted from the train at Ulm 
Hauptbahnhof on May 19, 1955.

As a further example of their mutual esteem, Albers 
and Bill gave each other examples of their work  
during this time. Albers also made a series of portrait 
photographs of Bill in Ulm in June 1955.32 In August, 
before returning to the United States, Albers paid a 
visit to Bill’s friend Georges Vantongerloo in Paris. All 
three had been members of the Abstraction-Création 
group in the 1930s, along with other “Bauhaus folks” 
Kandinsky and Moholy-Nagy.
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Bill’s Sculpture  
Is First-Rate 
The opening of Max Bill’s first ever solo show in New 
York33 was attended by Anni and Josef Albers, Marcel 
Duchamp, and Donald Judd, who was still primarily 
working as an art critic at the time. Judd would soon 
make a name for himself as the foremost figure of 
minimal art, and he penned a review of the exhibition, 
praising Bill’s sculptures in the following terms: “The 
sculpture is first-rate. Bill is largely responsible for its 
form, often based on the Möbius strip and always on 
some kind of spatial geometry.… Bill uses the geometry 
… more imaginatively, introducing structure of another 
nature and also shaping a generalized image….” 34

Years later, on April 21, 1990, Bill and I visited Don 
Judd and his partner Marianne Stockebrand while they 
were in the Swiss town of Küssnacht am Rigi. After 
Donald passed away four years later, Marianne took 
up the helm of the Chinati Foundation in Marfa, Texas, 
which features much of his work. 

37Donald Judd and Max Bill, Zurich, 1990, photo: Thomas Cugini, Zurich
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Flyer for the exhibition ‘Max Bill’, the Pace Gallery, Boston,  
exhibition organized with Staempfli Gallery, New York, 1963



Moholy-Nagy, Theobald, 
van der Rohe in Chicago 
László Moholy-Nagy fled Nazi Germany in 1935, 
eventually settling in Chicago, where he founded the 
New Bauhaus. In 1945, one year before his death, he 
asked Bill if he would be willing to come to Chicago and 
teach with him at the Institute of Design, the successor 
institution to the New Bauhaus. Bill declined the offer, 
just as he had done when presented with a similar 
opening from Josef Albers, who had tried to get him  
to accept a post at Black Mountain.

In the 1950s, Max Bill corresponded with Paul 
Theobald, the Chicago-based publisher, as well  
as with the New York publicist George Wittenborn,  
who published books on Mondrian, Moholy-Nagy,  
and Vantongerloo, among many others.35 

The last Bauhaus director, architect Ludwig Mies van 
der Rohe visited Ulm in 1953. He was particularly 
interested in Bill’s architectural project for the new 
HfG campus building. Mies had taken U.S. citizenship 
in 1944, the same year as Bauhaus founder Walter 
Gropius. 

By this point in time, Bill had already started on a 
publishing assignment dedicated to Mies’s architectural 
life’s work. He had already got the publishing contract 
in 1948, but the completed book, richly illustrated 
with black-and-white plates, wasn’t published until 
February 1955 in Milan, as the twelfth volume in the 
series Architetti del Movimento Moderno. The series 
was produced by the architects Lodovico Belgiojoso, 
Enrico Peressutti, and Ernesto N. Rogers in memory of 
their office partner and friend Gian Luigi Banfi, who was 
murdered in the Gusen concentration camp in Austria 
just weeks before the war ended in 1945.
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Max Bill, ‘Ludwig Mies van der Rohe’, Architetti del movimento moderno vol. 12,  
Il Balcone, Milano 1955, bibliothek max bill, haus bill, zumikon



Leon Polk Smith 
Max Bill particularly liked the work of the American 
hard-edge painter Leon Polk Smith and he featured  
one of his paintings36 in the 1960 survey show  
Concrete Art—50 Years of Development in Zurich, 
which he curated. 

Roy Lichtenstein  
and Andy Warhol
Bill first met Roy Lichtenstein in Zurich on June 15, 
1965, at the opening of the exhibition Pop Art, 
featuring the art of John Chamberlain, Jim Dine, Roy 
Lichtenstein, Claes Oldenburg, Robert Rauschenberg, 
James Rosenquist, Andy Warhol, and Tom Wesselmann, 
at Bruno Bischofberger’s City-Galerie on Pelikanstrasse. 
Bill would eventually acquire two lithographs by 
Lichtenstein, a Crying Girl and one of the Haystacks.

Thirteen years after the Pop Art exhibition at 
Bischofberger’s gallery, Warhol had a solo exhibition  
at the Kunsthaus Zürich in 1978, when he met Bill  
and subsequently portrayed him on canvas.

As with Josef Albers in the 1950s, Bill also swapped 
one of his works with Warhol.
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Angela Thomas and Leon Polk Smith at his solo exhibition at the Brooklyn Museum, 
New York, late December 1995, archiv haus bill, zumikon



Richard Serra, George 
Rickey, James Lee Byars, 
Nam June Paik
Bill also got to know Richard Serra, when the American 
artist had a solo exhibition at the Kunsthaus Zürich  
in 1990. Serra’s two-part sculpture Axiom (elevations 
bill), executed in 1998/99, is installed in the garden  
of Bill’s home studio in Zumikon just outside Zurich.
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Above: Richard Serra with Max Bill at the Kunsthaus Zurich, 1990,  
photo: Niklaus Stauss. Below: Max Bill and George Rickey, Zurich, April 24, 1990, 
photo: Angela Thomas, archiv haus bill, zumikon
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Richard Serra, ‘Axiom (Elevations Bill)’, 1998-99, site-specific, haus bill,  
garden northern fassade. Two blocks of solid steel, forged, 104 x 78 x 91 cm,  
collection max bill georges vantongerloo stiftung, zumikon
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Above: Max Bill and James Lee Byars, Furka Pass, Switzerland, 1990,  
photo © angela thomas, archiv haus bill, zumikon. Below: Max Bill and Nam June Paik, 
Zurich, August 1991, photo: Schenning (Goslar),archiv haus bill, zumikon



Robert Wilson and  
the Film Max Bill:  
The Master’s Vision
Robert Wilson met Bill and I in Moscow, where in 1988 
the two had been invited to deliver lectures on their art. 
Bill spoke about his large-scale sculpture Continuity, 
a work with many iterations and a long history that 
includes its destruction by far-right vandals in 1947 
and its subsequent three-year-long remaking in 
granite. Bob Wilson spoke about the theater, the opera, 
and his stage sets. The two met again in Zurich. Bill 
bought a large-format drawing by Wilson, The Golden 
Windows,37 which was on show at Galerie Lüpke in 
Frankfurt am Main.

After Bill had died and I had remarried, Bob Wilson 
visited me and my second husband (the author and film 
director Erich Schmid) at Haus Bill in Zumikon. Erich 
directed a film about Bill, titled Max Bill: The Master’s 
Vision. Bob arranged for the film to be screened at the 
Watermill Center on Long Island’s East End. The film 
went on to tour twenty-two countries, with screenings 
in several U.S. and Canadian cities followed by Q&As 
with us in attendance. Among the stops were cinemas 
in Washington D.C., Boston, New York City, Seattle, 
Chicago, and MIT in Cambridge.
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Robert Wilson, Max Bill and Angela Thomas, Zurich, September 1991,  
photo: © Niklaus Stauss, Zürich, archiv haus bill, zumikon 



Praemium Imperiale, 
1993
Jasper Johns met Bill in autumn 1993 in Tokyo,  
where he was to receive the prestigious Praemium 
Imperiale for his work as a painter, while Bill received 
the equivalent award in the category of sculpture. 
Bill and I spent a week together with Johns and the 
other prize winners at the Hotel Okura and at various 
receptions held in their honor.

48
Letter from Jasper Johns to Max Bill and Angela Thomas, dated October 30, 1993, 
archiv haus bill, zumikon
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Above: From left to right: Jasper Johns, Max Bill, Angela Thomas (standing),  
Mstislaw  Rostropowitsch, Maurice Béjart, Praemium Imperiale ceremony, Tokyo, 
1993, archiv haus bill, zumikon. Below: Jasper John and Angela Thomas in Tokyo, 
1993, archiv haus bill, zumikon



Rose Fried and  
George Wittenborn  
In 1953 Rose Fried exhibited eight of Georges 
Vantongerloo’s paintings, six of his sculptures, and a 
selection of “color sketches, studies, and photographs” 
in her Manhattan gallery, in a show simply titled 
Georges Vantongerloo—Paintings, Sculpture. 
Vantongerloo was not present at the opening. Although 
many of his works crossed the Atlantic during his 
lifetime, he unfortunately never made it to the United 
States himself. 

The critic Stuart Preston reviewed the show for The 
New York Times38 and noted how Vantongerloo had 
gone further than even Mondrian—an assessment, 
incidentally, that was emphatically shared by Bill.

At Bill’s suggestion,39 the New York publisher George 
Wittenborn (a personal friend of Bill) published the 
book Vantongerloo: Paintings Sculptures Reflections 
in 1948. It appeared in the series Problems of 
Contemporary Art. Bill wrote the introduction to it.

In the same year that the first book on Vantongerloo 
appeared in English, Wittenborn wrote to Vantongerloo 
to inform him that the Rose Fried Gallery wished to 
acquire some of his works.40

In September 1951, Rose Fried asked Vantongerloo 
for Bill’s address; Vantongerloo gladly obliged in a 
letter written that October. Within a few months, in 
January 1952, Fried put one of Bill’s paintings on view 
for the first time in her gallery (the 1946 work 77 Black 
Squares), in a group show called Coincidences. Besides 
Bill’s painting, the exhibition featured artwork by  
Fritz Glarner, Georges Vantongerloo, Robert Delaunay, 
Jean Arp, and Kazimir Malevich.
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Above: Invitation card to the exhibition ‘ Georges Vantongerloo’, Rose Fried Gallery, 
New York, 1953, archiv georges vantongerloo, haus bill, zumikon.  
Below: Book cover of ‘Vantongerloo: paintings sculptures reflections’, preface  
by Max Bill, Wittenborn, Schultz, Inc., New York, 1948, archiv haus bill, zumikon
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Flyer for the exhibition ‘Coincidences’, Rose Fried Gallery, New York, 1952,  
archiv georges vantongerloo, haus bill, zumiko
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Flyer for the exhibition ‘Coincidences’, Rose Fried Gallery, New York, 1952,  
archiv georges vantongerloo, haus bill, zumikon



Fritz Glarner and 
Georges Vantongerloo  
at the Rose Fried Gallery 
in Manhattan 
Fritz Glarner (Swiss by birth but a U.S. citizen from 
1944) paid Georges Vantongerloo a visit in Paris in late 
1952. He brought Rose Fried with him. Vantongerloo 
wrote to Bill of the Americans’ visit immediately 
afterwards, while also informing him of Glarner’s 
intention to visit him soon thereafter during his planned 
trip to the city of his birth, Zurich.41 He shipped four of 
his new Plexiglass objects (n° 212, n° 219, n° 221, n° 
224) to New York for display.

In his reply of December 29, 1952, Bill wrote to 
Vantongerloo telling him that Glarner had indeed come 
and seen him while in Zurich. Bill stayed in contact with 
Glarner and the two would meet again the next year, 
this time on the other side of the Atlantic, in New York, 
when Bill was visiting the States. 

In January 1954, Vantongerloo told Rose Fried that  
he was very happy to have his work exhibited alongside 
Glarner’s in her Manhattan gallery.42 Vantongerloo was 
satisfied with the clippings of reviews that the gallery 
owner subsequently sent to him.43

It was Bill who organized and curated the first museum 
show to feature artwork by Glarner in Europe (the 
exhibition opened in April 1956 at the Kunsthaus 
Zürich and included works by Josef Albers and 
Friedrich Vordemberge-Gildewart). The very next 
month, in May, the Museum of Modern Art in New York 
held its exhibition 12 Americans that featured several 
of Glarner’s Relational Paintings.44 
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Invitation card to the exhibition ‘Vantongerloo/Glarner’, Rose Fried gallery, 1954, 
archiv georges vantongerloo, haus bill, zumikon



Max Bill Sculpture on  
the Rockefeller Estate  
Surface in Space, a granite sculpture by Bill is on view 
in Kykuit, The John D. Rockefeller Estate, in Pocantico 
Hills, in the Hudson Valley.

Max Bill and Fritz Glarner 
in Venice
Bill and Glarner both featured at the Swiss Pavilion of 
the 29th Venice Biennale in 1958:45 Bill showed thirty-
three sculptures while Glarner exhibited two paintings 
from his Relational Paintings series, one of which, 
Tondo No. 21 (1951), was on loan from no less than 
Bill himself. 46
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1.  The retrospective Max Bill, organized by James N. Wood and 
Max Bill for the Albright-Knox Art Gallery, Buffalo (September 
28 to November 17, 1974), in association with Los Angeles 
County Museum of Art (December 17, 1974 to February 16, 
1975), San Francisco Museum of Art (March 4 to April 20, 
1975), Corcoran Gallery of Art, Washington D.C. (November  
8 to December 21, 1975).

2.  Georges Vantongerloo: A Traveling Retrospective Exhibition, 
Corcoran Gallery of Art, Washington D.C. (April 22 to June 
17, 1980), Dallas Museum of Fine Arts (July 16 to September 
14, 1980), Los Angeles County Museum of Art (October 9 to 
December 28, 1980).

3. See note 2.

4.  Keith Haring, Untitled, 1982, sumi ink on paper, 203 x 1878 cm. 
The work was in Bill’s estate when he died on 9 December 
1994. As heir to his estate, it subsequently came into my 
possession.

5.  The retrospective then traveled to the Musées Royaux  
des Beaux-Arts de Belgique, Brussels (1981) and Kunsthaus 
Zürich (1981).

6.  James N. Wood, exh. cat. Max Bill: “This publication appears 
in conjunction with the exhibition organized by James N. Wood, 
and Max Bill for the Albright-Knox Art Gallery. In cooperation 
with the Los Angeles County Museum of Art and the San 
Francisco Museum of Art,” Buffalo, N.Y. 1974, pp. 19–36.

7.  Wood’s catalog text opens with the words: “To deal with 
Max Bill solely as a painter, sculptor and graphic artist is to 
make a distinction which he has never made in his work: 
the distinction between Fine Arts and the other areas of his 
activity.”

8.  Melinda Wortz, “The Personal Magnetism of Max Bill,” 
Hayward, Californian Art Week, January 18, 1975. Wortz 
goes on to describe the impression Bill made on her:  
“Bill is politically active, genial, outgoing and articulate  
in a foreign language. His openness, sense of humor  
and twinkling eyes make him immediately likeable.”

9.  When Peggy Guggenheim’s important collection went  
on show at the Kunsthaus Zürich after the war, Bill wrote  
the introductory text for the German catalog.
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10. E.C. Goossen: Ellsworth Kelly, New York 1973, pp. 28–29.

11.  Ellsworth Kelly, Paris, April 12, 1951, lettre pneumatique to 
Georges Vantongerloo, Paris; Archiv Georges Vantongerloo, 
Haus Bill, Zumikon.

12.  Messieurs, je me rappelle … d’avoir eu la visite à mon  
atelier de Mr. Ellsworth Kelly … Mr. Ellsworth Kelly  
m’a donné l’impression d’une personne sérieuse….”  
Letter of recommendation from Georges Vantongerloo,  
Paris, undated draft; Archiv Georges Vantongerloo,  
Haus Bill, Zumikon.

13.  “Maintenant elle a fait une exposition d’Albers et lui  
a acheté des toiles pour le musée. Il y a un an qu’elle  
avait l’idée fixe que Albers ne valait rien.” Max Bill,  
Zurich, March 13, 1950, to Georges Vantongerloo,  
Paris; Archiv Georges Vantongerloo, Haus Bill, Zumikon.

14.  Rebay had first encountered his work at the studio  
of his friend and colleague Max Bill,” in The Museum  
of Non-Objective Painting: Hilla Rebay and the Origins  
of the Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum, ed. Karole Vail, 
New York 2009, p. 307.

15.  The Vantongerloo paintings purchased by Hilla Rebay were 
exhibited in New York in a group exhibition that included 
works by Josef Albers and Hilla Rebay herself; see invitation 
card: “Loan Exhibition, June 20–October 9, 1950, Museum 
of Non-Objective Painting, Solomon R. Guggenheim 
Foundation, 1071 Fifth Avenue,” Archiv Georges Vantongerloo, 
Haus Bill, Zumikon. Georges Vantongerloo: “… je reçois des 
très gentilles lettres de la baronne Rebay. Des critiques et 
des photos de mes choses exposées au Musée Guggenheim,” 
Georges Vantongerloo, Paris, July 27, 1950, to Max Bill, 
Zurich; Archiv Georges Vantongerloo, Haus Bill, Zumikon.

16.  See following passage under the heading of “Marshall Plan” 
and Bill’s work on behalf of the U.S. government.

17.  This is documented in some of her scribbled lines to 
Vantongerloo (Archiv Georges Vantongerloo, Haus Bill, 
Zumikon). Cf. Sigrid Faltin, Die Baroness und das Guggenheim: 
Hilla von Rebay, eine deutsche Künstlerin in New York, 
Lengwil 2005: “Jetzt sieht Hilla überall Kommunisten am 
Werk, die den Materialismus durchsetzen wollen. Womöglich 
ist auch Max Bill ‘rot’, der in Ulm … sein neues ‘Bauhaus’ 
—die Hochschule für Gestaltung—eröffnet.…”
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18.  “The publicity department of the American Legation at  
Bern, the Swiss-American Society of Cultural Relations,  
and the management of the Kunstgewerbemuseum of the 
city of Zurich have the honor of inviting you to the opening of 
the exhibition U.S.A. baut on September 8, 1945, at 3 p.m.” 
The introduction to the catalog notably opens with an excerpt 
from Frank Lloyd Wright’s essay “When Democracy Builds” 
(1945), translated into German by Carola Giedion-Welcker, 
USA baut, Kunstgewerbemuseum, Zurich 1945.

19.  Emil Georg Bührle rose to become Switzerland’s richest man 
by supplying arms to the Nazis. With his wealth, he acquired 
one of the largest collections of Impressionist art in the 
world, including numerous works that qualify as Holocaust-
era assets and looted art. His collection and its long-term 
loan to the Kunsthaus Zürich sparked fierce international 
controversy that remains unabated.

20.  Inge Scholl was the older sister of Sophie and Hans Scholl, 
who were executed by the Nazis for distributing pamphlets 
at LMU, University of Munich. They are widely remembered 
for their bravery as part of the Weisse Rose (White Rose) 
resistance group.

21.  John McCloy married Ellen Zinsser, a German-American 
cousin of Konrad Adenauer’s wife, Auguste Zinsser, in 1930. 
Auguste died on March 3, 1948. A few months later, on 
September 1, 1948, Konrad Adenauer was elected president 
of the West German Parliamentary Council, which drafted 
the German constitution. The military governors of the 
three Western Allies approved the constitution, which for 
historical reasons is known in Germany as the Grundgesetz or 
Basic Law. On September 15, 1949, Konrad Adenauer was 
appointed the first West-German chancellor and governed 
with a center-right coalition. (See article on Adenauer in Der 
Spiegel, 15/2017, pp. 10–17, with heading that translates 
as “Konrad Adenauer is revered as the founding chancellor 
of the Federal Republic. Secret files reveal an authoritarian 
politician who had the opposition spied on and despised the 
citizens.”)

22.  The first international design conference, “a forum in which 
design was seen as an integral part of good business,” was 
held in Aspen in 1951 (Ethel Leon, Design Issues, volume 27, 
issue 2, spring, Cambridge, MA 2011). 
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23.  Herbert Bayer studied at the Weimar-era Bauhaus (1921–
1925). He then worked at the school after its relocation 
to Dessau, teaching advertising, design, and typography 
(1925–1928), during which time he first met Bill as a young 
man, who started studying at the Bauhaus in April 1927.  
Just a few years before their Aspen reunion, Bayer had paid 
Bill a visit, in June 1950, while on a trip to Europe with his 
wife, Joella. 

24.  “Responsihility in Design and Information,” by Max Bill, 
reprinted in The American Scholar, volume 35, issue 2, 
spring, 1956, p. 311.

25.  Leon 2011 (see note 22).

26  Max Bill, Zurich, April 15, 1952, to John McCloy,  
copy enclosed in a letter to Walter Gropius on April 18,  
1952; Bauhaus Archiv, Berlin.

27.  Max Bill, A Ship at Sunset (1928) and A Ship under the Sun 
(1929).

28.  Lyonel Feininger died a couple of blocks from his birthplace 
near the Manhattan dive bars on the East River on January 
13, 1956. In his obituary, The New York Times called him 
“the most famous of the American Expressionists.”

29.  Letter from Josef Albers to Max Bill from May 25, 1950, 
quoted in Hartmut Seeling, “Geschichte der Hochschule  
für Gestaltung Ulm 1953–1968,” dissertation, University  
of Cologne, 1985, p. 175. Some of the letters from  
Albers’s correspondence with Bill are preserved in the  
Josef and Anni Albers Foundation, Bethany, Connecticut.

30.  Max Bill, Zurich, January 26, 1954, to Nina Kandinsky, 
Neuilly-sur-Seine, copy of letter held at Haus Bill, Zumikon.

31.  “Besides these class hours I frequently went to see the 
students in the afternoons when they did their homework  
and also visited the workshops of the department of 
industrial design. Several times I visited the building 
grounds on the ‘Kuhberg’ until bad weather prevented the 
continuation of construction,” Josef Albers, “Report on a 
Course in Basic Drawing Design and Color, Given at the 
Hochschule für Gestaltung in Ulm,” submitted to the U.S. 
High Commissioner for Germany, January 20, 1954, U.S. 
Special Report, archived at Institute for the History and 
Theory of Architecture, ETH Zurich.
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32  The portrait photos Albers took of Bill are reproduced  
in Joseph Albers Photographien 1928–1955, Kölnischer 
Kunstverein, Cologne 1992, p. 125, which, incidentally,  
was edited by Marianne Stockebrand, later partner of Donald 
Judd and director of the Chinati Foundation in Marfa, Texas. 
The portrait series has recently been reprinted, see Max 
Bill Global: An Artist Building Bridges, ed. Nina Zimmer and 
Fabienne Eggelhöfer, Zentrum Paul Klee, Zurich 2021, p. 236.

33  Staempfli Gallery, 47 East 77th Street, March 19–April 13, 
1963.

34.  Donald Judd: review on Max Bill, “In the Galleries,” Arts 
Magazine, April 1963; reprinted in Donald Judd Complete 
Writings 1959–1975, Gallery Reviews, Book Reviews, 
Articles, Letters, Nova Scotia 2005, p. 88

35.  In July 1954, Bill wrote a letter of thanks to Theobald after 
he had sent him two packages of books for the HfG library: 
“Dear Mr. Theobald, I wanted to thank you for your valuable 
gift to our library. We got two parcels containing Moholy, 
Kepes, Gropius, Jacobson, Container Corporation …  
with kind regards, yours sincerely, Bill,” Max Bill, Ulm, July 
23, 1954, to Paul Theobald, Chicago. Copies of Theobald’s 
correspondence with Bill were kindly sent to me in 2019 by 
the architect Geoffrey Goldberg, grandson of Lillian Florsheim 
and heir to part of her art collection, which included works  
by Bill and Vantongerloo.

36.  Leon Polk Smith: Pontotoc, 1958, oil on canvas, d. 119.5 
cm, in exh. cat. Konkrete Kunst—50 Jahre Entwcklung, 
Helmhaus Zürich, June 8–August 14, 1960, cat. 117, b/w 
fig., p. 45. Exhibition and catalog were produced by Bill.

37.  Robert Wilson: The Golden Windows, 73 x 101 cm,  
with dedication from Wilson to Bill: “A millon flower petals 
opening for you, lots and lots of love [signature: Bob Wilson] 
October ’89.” After Bill’s death, I inherited this work, too,  
as Bill’s second wife and it is now kept at Haus Bill.

38.   “Vantongerloo has pushed Mondrian’s extreme position even 
further by working out his designs according to mathematical 
formulae. And, for the benefit of those who can cope with 
such sums, each picture is accompanied by its algebraic key. 
However, on occasions, he will escape from his rectangles 
and execute some highly capricious curves. These pictures 
may chill the spectator but, on their own terms, they  
are impressive trials with seemingly inevitable conclusions. 
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Actually, Vantongerloo is best known for his sculpture, 
or theoretical architecture as it really is.” Stuart Preston, 
“Vantongerloo’s Paintings,” The New York Times, April 19, 
1953.

39.  “Wittenborn … m’avait demandé des conseils pour publier 
des documents de l’art moderne, en forme de livres, ou 
cahiers, comme il y [sic] avait déjà fait pour Mondrian (après 
sa mort) … et maintenant pour Moholy (le livre ‘Von Material 
zu Architektur’). Alors j’ai proposé de publier de toi et de 
van Doesburg des articles réunis …,” Max Bill, Zurich, March 
17, 1946, to Georges Vantongerloo, Paris; Archiv Georges 
Vantongerloo, Haus Bill, Zumikon.

40  “G. Wittenborn me fait part de votre entretien avec lui et de 
votre désire [sic] de posséder de [sic] mes oeuvres,” Georges 
Vantongerloo, Paris, March 15, 1948, to Rose Fried, New 
York City; Archiv Georges Vantongerloo, Haus Bill, Zumikon.

41.  “J’aurais une exposition chez Rose Fried … Rose Fried était 
ici avec glarner, qui comme tu sais, avait une belle exposition 
chez Carré [Galerie Louis Carré]. Glarner va aussi te rendre 
visite. Il veut absolument te connaître. C’est un brave type et 
j’estime beaucoup son travail,” Georges Vantongerloo, Paris, 
December 20, 1952, to Max Bill, Zurich; Archiv Georges 
Vantongerloo, Haus Bill, Zumikon.

42.  “Chère Rose … je dirais encore que je suis très heureux 
d’exposer avec notre cher Fritz…,” Georges Vantongerloo, 
Paris, January 8, 1954, to Rose Fried, New York; Archiv 
Georges Vantongerloo, Haus Bill, Zumikon.

43   “J’ai lu les critiques que Rose m’a envoyées de l’exposition 
où quelques plexis de moi figuraient. Elles étaient toutes 
très réfléchies et je crois que cette exposition a eu un bon 
résultat. Ton travail a été très apprécié. Ils ont encore trop 
l’œuvre de Mondrian devant les yeux mais cela avec des 
bonnes intentions et même favorablement car ils parlent 
tous de ta personnalité et de tes recherches personnelles. Tu 
sais, mon cher Fritz, que je les aime beaucoup…,” Georges 
Vantongerloo, Paris, July 9, 1954, to Fritz Glarner, New York; 
Archiv Georges Vantongerloo, Haus Bill, Zumikon.

44.  Exh. cat. 12 Americans, ed. Dorothy C. Miller, with statements 
by the artists and others, Museum of Modern Art. One other 
featured artist in this group show of twelve was Philip Guston, 
whose estate is now also represented by Hauser & Wirth.
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45.  Although Fritz Glaner was a U.S. citizen and lived in Easton, 
Pensylvania, the Swiss Commission fédérale des beaux-arts 
proposed him for the Swiss Pavilion. Their decision may have 
been based on the fact that Glaner was born in Zurich.

46.  In 1963/64 Nelson A. Rockefeller (then Republican governor 
of New York) commissioned Glarner to create murals for the 
dining room of his Manhattan apartment at 810 Fifth Avenue. 
The murals were transported to Zurich in 1987 and are 
now on permanent view at the Haus Konstruktiv. It was not 
Glarner’s first commission from Rockefeller; one of his largest 
works, executed in 1958, already hung in the Rockefeller 
Center, Time & Life Building.



Text: Angela Thomas, November 2021
Art historian, president of the Max Bill Georges 
Vantongerloo Stiftung, Haus Bill, Zumikon
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